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AccessNews
Heathrow Airport Install emerald Intelligent Access Terminal
The industry’s most multifunctional touch screen access
terminal deployed for controlling
access to security critical areas
throughout Heathrow airport.

CEM secures Sur Independent Power Plant, Oman
Oman’s largest power plant chooses CEM AC2000 access
control and security management system
The industry leading AC2000
security management system
has been installed in the Sur
Independent Power Plant (IPP),
Oman. The system was installed
by CEM Approved Reseller
Majees Technical Services LLC.
The gas and oil -fired Sur
Independent Power Plant (IPP)
will be the largest power plant in
Oman, representing approximately
30% of Oman’s installed power
capacity when it is complete later
in 2014. The $1.6bn project owned
by Phoenix Power Company SAOC
will provide much needed power
to meet the growing demand for
electricity by employing state of the
art technology and introducing high
efficiency conversion technology.
Sur Independent Power Plant

required a proven, feature rich
solution to secure the site.
“Having worked with CEM Systems
previously on a number of projects
in Oman, we knew the AC2000
system would be the perfect
solution for Sur Independent Power
Plant” said Sekhar Subramonian,
General Manager (F&S Division),
Majees Technical Services LLC.
He continued “With software
applications such as Time and
Attendance, AC2000 offers the
power plant more than just access
control, it offers a way of increasing
business efficiency and
cost savings”.
“CEM works closely with customers
to provide a solution which meets
their specific needs” said Philip
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Verner, Regional Sales Director,
EMEA, CEM Systems. “The
AC2000 Time and Attendance
module provides a user friendly
interface which allows the company
to monitor and report on employee
IN and OUT swipes each day,
ensuring staff have completed their
daily/ weekly contracted hours.
Existing cards and readers can be
used for both access control and
time and attendance, providing
significant project cost savings.”

Heathrow Airport, a long standing
CEM customer, is now using
emerald to control critical paths
and restricted zones that are
permanently manned by security
personnel. emerald provides
security staff with a colour image
indicating the card status i.e.
access denied or access granted.
emerald will also enhance security
at Heathrow’s Campus area
where all cargo, staff and crew are
processed before gaining access

to the airside area. This is a
critical part of Heathrow’s security
operation where the highest level
of security is required.
CEM Systems has been working
with Heathrow Airport for over 20
years securing all five terminals
with AC2000 Airport; CEM’s
aviation specific access control
and security management
system. AC2000 Airport provides
Heathrow Airport with a flexible
and customisable security solution
to meet their unique and growing
security requirements.
AC2000 Airport protects staff,
aviation equipment such as air

bridges and luggage carousels,
and millions of passengers each
year. As well as utilising AC2000
software modules such as AC2000
AED (Alarm Event Display),
AC2000 T&A (Time & Attendance)
and AC2000 VIPPS (Visual Imaging
Pass Production System) the
airport also has over 4000 readers
from the CEM S600 range and a
number of S3030 portable readers
for airport roaming security.
Adding to the existing range of
hardware, emerald is now installed
in the Heathrow ID centre and the
Campus area.

As an intelligent device emerald goes beyond securing premises;
it empowers users, improves overall business performance and increases
operational efficiency. emerald is truly revolutionising the security industry,
providing a whole new access control experience”.
Andrew Fulton, Senior Director of Global Sales

Built with the flexibility to grow
as the user requirements change,
the AC2000 system has provided
Sur Independent Power Plant
with virtually unlimited
expansion capabilities.
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EMEA Business Partner of the Year winners receive their awards
(left to right) - Mark McAteer (ADT Fire & Security), Craig Menzies (Tyco
Fire & Security UAE LLC), Philip Verner (CEM Systems), Brendon Hall
(Pentagon), Godfrey Obinabo (Geoffield) and Janusz Grabara (Samaxon)

APAC Business Partner of the Year winners receive their awards (left
to right) – Chris Lee (ADT Hong Kong), Albert Chang (Yi Dai Tian Cheng),
Jason Tan (Tyco Security Products), Andrew Fulton (CEM Systems) and R.
Vejian Rajandran (Twice Technologies)

CEM Business Partner of the Year Awards 2014

NHS Dumfries and Galloway’s Midpark Hospital secured
by CEM Systems
AC2000 Lite is the chosen access control system for the £27 million Dumfries
Mental Health Unit.
CEM AC2000 Lite access control
and security management
system has been installed in
Midpark Hospital, Scotland.
The system was installed by
CEM Approved Reseller
Scotshield Fire & Security.
“AC2000 Lite is a feature rich,
cost effective access control and
security management system
and fulfills the needs of Midpark
Hospital perfectly” said Michael
MacBean, Business Development
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Director, Scotshield Fire & Security.
“The site required a highly secure,
resilient system with a degree of
flexibility to suit evolving needs”.
Midpark Hospital replaces the
accommodation previously
provided by Crichton Royal Hospital
and provides a modern, stable and
secure environment for patients
requiring specialist care. The NHS
reports Midpark is one of the most
innovative mental health hospitals

in the UK and offers a variety
of therapeutic interventions.
“Should Midpark Hospital’s
needs grow, AC2000 Lite can
be seamlessly updated to the
core AC2000 security management
system” said Philip Verner,
Regional Sales Director EMEA,
CEM Systems. He continued
“This provides an upgrade path
with virtually unlimited expansion
capabilities which future proofs
the system”.

CEM has announced the winners
of the CEM Business Partner of
the Year 2014 awards. The awards
are a chance for CEM to recognise
the efforts of their most successful,
motivated, knowledgeable and

performing sales person in the
APAC region and also for an active
and committed installer in the
EMEA region.

committed CEM Business Partners
around the world. This year,
the awards have been split into
regions with awards for best in
class throughout EMEA & APAC
and special recognition for a high

EMEA Winners

APAC Winners

UK & Ireland: ADT Fire & Security

Hong Kong: ADT Hong Kong

Europe: Samaxon

South East Asia: Twice Technologies

Middle East: Tyco Fire & Security UAE LLC

China: Yi Dai Tian Cheng

Africa: Pentagon

APAC (Special Recognition): Jason Tan

Africa (Special Recognition): Geoffield

ADT Fire & Security

Samaxon

Yi Dai Tian Cheng
Tyco UAE LLC

ADT Hong Kong

Geoffield
Twice Technologies

Pentagon
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CEM Systems provide flexible and reliable security
for Distribution Center 24
CEM provide AC2000 integrated access control, Visitor Management
and ID Badging
The industry leading AC2000
Lite access control system
has been selected to secure
the offices of the Distribution
Center 24, Belarus. The system
was installed by CEM Approved
Reseller, Unibelus Ltd.
Distribution Center 24 required
a proven and reliable security
solution which was streamlined
and flexible enough to use across
their site while still providing the
highest levels of security. “AC2000
Lite is currently the best solution in
terms of quality and reliability for
medium sized sites. This made it
the obvious choice for Distribution
Center 24” said Denis Markovnik,

product manager for access control
systems, Unibelus Ltd.
The AC2000 Lite system at
Distribution Center 24 secures
over 40 critical access points
throughout the facility. The use of
the CEM eDCM 300 (Ethernet Door
Control Module) brings intelligence
right to the edge of the system
using Ethernet communications.
The device provides full off-line
validation and decision making
capability at the point of entry,
even when host communication is
lost. The eDCM 300 is also used in
conjunction with third party readers
to control car park barriers, staff
turnstiles and electric door strikes
throughout the facility.
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“The system installed at Distribution
Center 24 showcases how CEM’s
AC2000 Lite can provide leading
edge access control without
hindering the flow of people and
vehicles at a site, while enhancing
operations on site and contributing
to the smooth running of the facility”
said Philip Verner, Director of Sales,
EMEA, CEM Systems.
Distribution Center 24 has deployed
workstations at each of the guard
stations around the facility. This
means that guards have access
to real time information about the
AC2000 system, allowing staff and
visitors to feel secure at all times.

CEM Conference 2014
In April and May, key CEM customers, dealers and industry experts
gathered from around the world for the annual CEM EMEA and APAC
Conferences held in Belfast, UK and Phuket, Thailand respectively.
The annual CEM Conferences
provide an opportunity for CEM
business partners to learn about the
latest advances in CEM software
and hardware solutions.

Delegates received updates
on security industry trends and
advice on how to address the
latest security threats. Through
customer feedback sessions,

business partners were also given
the opportunity to provide their
thoughts on how CEM’s product
range could further enhance security
and business operations in future.

Events calendar
IFSEC

CEM Approved Reseller Training

ExCel London, UK, Stand D1100

CEM HQ, Belfast, UK

CEM Approved Reseller Training

CEM Approved Reseller Training

CEM HQ, Belfast, UK

CEM HQ, Belfast, UK

17-19 June

7-10 July

4-7 August

1-4 September
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195 Airport Road West, Belfast, BT3 9ED, Northern Ireland.
T: +44(0)2890 456767 E: cem.sales@tycoint.com
www.cemsys.com

